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MR VACCINATION FOR THE ALL STUDENTS IN OUR SCHOOL

COMMISSIONER MADAM GARU IN VISIT OUR SCHOOL
SPRINKLING OF THE GULKULU MEDICINE (ANTI SNAKE MEDICINE) AROUND THE KGBV SCHOOL PREMISES and COMPOUND WALL.
VEGETABLE GARDEN & LEAF GARDEN
FLOWER GARDEN
NON TEACHING STAFF GARDEN WORK

STORE ROOM CLEANING
Project Officer SSA Srikakulum District, MPDO, MPP, GRAM SURPANCH VISITS

VANA MAHOTSAVAM KARYAKRAMAM
BP TEST, BREATHING TEST, PULSE RATE

CHECKING BODY TEMPERATURE
HEAD TO FOOT CHECKUP
BLOOD GROUP & HB (HIMOGLOBIN) % TEST
HEIGHT AND WEIGHT TEST
TT VACCINATION FOR THE 10TH CLASS STUDENTS
DEWARMING TABLETS & IRON & FOLIC ACID TABLETS
PARISARALA PARISUBHRATHA (Clean Premises) RALLY Under Swachh Vidyalasha Activity
BREAKFAST AND LUNCH

RACCHABANDA & WARANDA